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The ongoing high precision E821 Brookhaven National Laboratory experiment on muong22 is promising
to probe a theory involving supersymmetry. We have studied the constraints on the minimal anomaly mediated
supersymmetry breaking~AMSB! model using the current data of muong22 from Brookhaven. A scenario of
seeing no deviation from the standard model is also considered, within a 2s limit of the combined error from
the standard model result and the Brookhaven predicted uncertainty level. The resulting constraint is found to
be complementary to what one obtains fromb→s1g bounds within the AMSB scenario, since only a definite
sign of m is effectively probed viab→s1g. A few relevant generic features of the model are also described
for disallowed regions of parameter space.

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 04.65.1e, 13.40.Em, 14.60.Ef
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for supersymmetry~SUSY! in high energy
physics relies both on high energy colliders as well as
experiments based on perturbative corrections to various
perimentally measurable quantities. Traditionally, the m
surement of an electron’s anomalous magnetic moment
been highly effective in verifying the prediction of quantu
electrodynamics~QED! to a very high order. Probing beyon
the standard model physics with supersymmetry is seen t
possible with a precision (g22) measurement of the muon
The ongoing muon (g22) measurement E821@1# at
Brookhaven National Laboratory~BNL!, designed to verify
the results of standard model~SM! electroweak corrections
has already provided a more accurate result than the prev
CERN experiment@2#, by a factor of 2 or so. With improved
design and state of the art technology, it is expected
within a few years from now, the accuracy of the BNL res
will be increased by a factor of 20, or even more, compa
to the same of the previous CERN measurement.

Supersymmetric electroweak corrections to muong
22) can be as large as the SM electroweak correction,
this fact has been seen in a number of references ran
from the minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!
@3,4#, supergravity based models@5,6#, and gauge mediate
supersymmetry breaking scenarios@7#. In the recent past
considerable interest has been seen in a different typ
SUSY breaking mechanism, other than supergravity@8# and
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gauge mediated SUSY breaking@9#, which, at its dominating
scenario, is generically known as anomaly mediated su
symmetry breaking~AMSB! @10–12#. This effect originates
from the existence of a super Weyl anomaly@10# while con-
sidering SUSY breaking. As we will discuss later, the pro
lem of the resulting tachyonic sleptons, which arises with
the AMSB sparticle spectrum, is avoided in theminimal
definition @13–18# of the model, via adding a common scal
massm0 with all the scalars of the theory, at a given sca

Large SUSY contributionsam
SUSY[ 1

2 (g22)m
SUSY in the

minimal AMSB framework have already been seen in R
@13#, in which the authors discussed in detail a broad ran
of interesting phenomenological implications involving co
liders, as well as various low energy signatures within
model, in addition to showing that the minimal model m
remainnatural even for a superheavym0. In this work, we
will analyze the constraint coming fromam

SUSY with regard to
the high precision Brookhaven experiment, within the mi
mal AMSB framework. Consideringam

expt2am
SM5am

SUSY and
taking into account the associated error limits in quadratu
we will constrain the SUSY parameter space of the mod

Our work will be organized as follows. In Sec. II, we wi
discuss the SM result foram for its different parts of contri-
butions. We will see the existence of a large error associa
with the lowest order hadronic vacuum polarization con
bution and sources of its possible improvement in the n
future, via low energye1e2→hadron data from various
experiments. We will describe the AMSB framework and t
necessity of defining aminimal scenario in Sec. III. In Sec
IV, we will use Ref.@5# for the result ofam

SUSY, where the
analysis was performed in the minimal supergrav
(MSUGRA) model to see the constraint from the high p
cision BNL experiment. We will analyze the constraint fro
am

SUSY on the parameter space of the minimal AMSB mod

s,
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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TABLE I. Contributions toam
SM ~in units of 10210).

Nature of contribution Value

QED to O(a/p)5 @19# (am
QED) 11658470.6~0.3!

Hadronic vac. polarization toO(a/p)2 (am
had1) @20# 692.4~6.2!

Hadronic vac. polarization toO(a/p)3 @21# 210.1(0.6)
Light-by-light hadronic amplitude@22# 27.92(1.54)

Total hadronic (am
hadronic) 677.1~6.5!

Total electroweak up to two loops (am
EW) 15.1~0.4!

am
SM 11659160.1~6.5!
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due to the present SM and experimental results ofam . We
will also investigate the potential for constraining the min
mal AMSB model using the predicted level of the unce
tainty of the E821 BNL experiment. We will do so in th
minimal no-deviationscenario, which here means seeing
disagreement from the SM result within the experimen
and the theoretical uncertainties, once the measureme
complete at the desired level of accuracy. We will also qu
the result of theb→s1g constraint for both signs ofm and
the positive role of anam

SUSY analysis in this regard. In Sec
V, we will comment on the disallowed regions which appe
due to reasons other thanam

SUSY limits. Primarily, we will
examine the disallowed regions of parameters space du
the combined effect of the scale invariant part of the sca
mass relations of sleptons with gauge and Yukawa coupl
within the minimal AMSB model and the nature of the a
sociated renormalization group evolutions. We will also s
the effect of SUSY-QCD corrections to the bottom-qua
mass on the minimal AMSB spectra, a large tanb effect,
which also has specific features within AMSB models. The
regions, when combined witham

SUSY eliminated paramete
space, provide simpler and definite predictions for the low
bounds of the masses of the relevant supersymmetric
ticles, as well as of the input parameters of the model.

II. STANDARD MODEL RESULT aµ
SM AND SOURCES

OF UNCERTAINTY

The standard model result foram is

1

2
~g22!m

SM5am
SM

511659162.8~6.5!310210

[~11659162.866.5!310210. ~1!

In contrast, the latest data from the ongoing E821 BNL
periment@1# amounts to

am
expt511659210~46!310210. ~2!

The uncertainty amount is expected to be reduced todam
BNL

&4310210.
The SM result is broken up into
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am
SM5am

QED1am
hadronic1am

EW. ~3!

Heream
QED is the pure QED contribution computed up to fiv

loops in electromagnetic coupling. The quantityam
hadronic re-

fers to the total hadronic contribution including the lowe
order and the next to lowest order hadronic vacuum po
izations and the light-by-light hadronic contribution. Th
electroweak partam

EW is the SM electroweak contribution u
to two loops. The amounts from the individual parts wi
corresponding references are summarized in Table I.

Within am
hadronic, the contributionam

had1 arising from the
a2 level of hadronic vacuum polarization diagram is the le
accurate quantity, and its uncertainty is almost the same
the overall error ofam

SM. Hence an accurate determination
am

had1 will be increasingly important for compatibility with
the high precision measurements at BNL, which have
expected level of uncertainty ofdam

BNL&4310210. How-
ever, the present uncertainty inam

SM is quite small compared
to the experimental uncertainty level, a situation which
going to be changed within a few years. The largest hadro
contributionam

had1 is obtained from the total Born cross se
tion ~lowest order in QED! for hadron production ine1e2

annihilation, a result found via a dispersion theory and op
cal theorem@23#. Accurate low energye1e2→hadrondata
hence become necessary to lower the uncertainty level. M
surements of low energy hadron production cross section
BES, CMD-II, and DAFNE @24# will significantly improve
the result ofam

SM. In the recent past, the authors of Ref.@20#
used ALEPH data from hadronict decay and QCD sum-rule
techniques to evaluateam

had1 and this improved the hadroni
error estimate very significantly. Our analysis uses this
sult. Further prospects for improving the result ofam

had1 , as
well as a critical evaluation of the above estimate may
seen in Ref.@25#.

III. ANOMALY MEDIATED SUPERSYMMETRY
BREAKING IN THE MINIMAL SCENARIO

In a supersymmetric theory, additionally, soft SUS
breaking parameters are also contributed via a super W
anomaly, which is a generic feature if SUSY is broken in
supergravity framework. In the anomaly mediated supersy
metry breaking scenario, the super Weyl anomaly contri
1-2
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tions dominate, because the SUSY breaking sector and
visible sector reside in different parallel three-branes@10# in
a string theoretical perspective, and there are no tree-l
couplings between the two branes. The form of soft para
eters thus generated is renormalization group~RG! invariant,
and at any desired scale, the soft parameters are determ
by the appropriate gauge and Yukawa couplings for the s
scale. This is particularly interesting to avoid a SUSY flav
problem, because the scale invariance of soft parame
which is provided by special RG trajectories eliminates
effect of any flavor violating unknown physics possibly e
isting at a higher scale.

In spite of many desirable features of anomaly mediati
within the framework of the MSSM, one finds that slepto
become tachyonic. In theminimalAMSB model such tachy-
onic sleptons are avoided by introducing an additional co
mon mass parameterm0 for all the scalars of the theory. Bu
this obviously violates the scale invariance of the mod
whereas preserving the same would be desirable in rega
the flavor changing neutral current~FCNC! constraint. Ta-
chyonic sleptons are avoided differently in nonminim
AMSB models@26#, which have appropriate scale invaria
scalar mass combinations within RG evolutions, but th
are outside the scope of our present work. However, via
existence of a focus point@27# of the renormalization group
equation~RGE! of mHu

2 , the minimal model allows the pos

sibility of multi-TeV squarks and sleptons without increasi
the fine-tuning measure@13#, and this is an important featur
to address many phenomenological issues.

Scalar masses are hence determined via renormaliza
group equations of the MSSM starting from their respect
values at the unification scale (MG;1.5–2.031016 GeV)
and leading up to the electroweak scaleMZ , the scale for
mass of theZ boson. However, for the first two generatio
of scalars, because of the negligible first two generat
Yukawa couplings, the effect translates to having simply
overall additive constantm0 at MG , which would have mini-
mal changes due to RG evolutions.

In this analysis, the evolutions of scalar masses, gau
and Yukawa couplings are computed at the two-loop leve
the RGE @28#, and trilinear couplings are evolved via th
one-loop level of the same. Unification of gauge couplings
incorporated with havinga3(MZ);0.118. For Higgsino
mixing, m2 is computed radiatively via an electroweak sym
metry breaking condition at the complete one-loop level
the effective potential@29#, while optimally choosing a
renormalization scaleQ5A(mt̃ 1

mt̃ 2
) for minimization. The

analysis also includes a supersymmetric QCD correction
the bottom-quark mass@30#, which is considerable for large
tanb regions also having its important features in AMS
scenarios.

With a high degree of predictivity the model is describ
by the following parameters: the gravitino massm3/2, the
common scalar mass parameterm0, the ratio of Higgs
vacuum expectation values tanb, and sgn(m). Following
Ref. @31#, having the same sign conventions form and A
parameters in this work, we see that the masses are give
the couplings as follows.
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Gauginos:

m̃15
33

5

g1
2

16p2 m3/2, m̃25
g2

2

16p2 m3/2,

~4!

m̃3523
g3

2

16p2 m3/2.

Higgs and third generation scalars:

m̃i
25Ci

m3/2
2

~16p2!2
1m0

2 , ~5!

wherei[(Q,U,D,L,E,Hu ,Hd), with Ci ’s being given as

CQ52
11

50
g1

42
3

2
g2

418g3
41htb̂ht

1hbb̂hb
,

CU52
88

25
g1

418g3
412htb̂ht

CD52
22

25
g1

418g3
412hbb̂hb

,

CL52
99

50
g1

42
3

2
g2

41htb̂ht
,

CE52
198

25
g1

412htb̂ht
,

CHu
52

99

50
g1

42
3

2
g2

413htb̂ht
,

and

CHd
52

99

50
g1

42
3

2
g2

413hbb̂hb
1htb̂ht

.

Here,Q andL are the superpartners of quark and lept
doublet fields, respectively. The superpartners for sing
quark fields for up and down type areU andD, and the same
for singlet lepton isE.

Trilinear couplings:

At5
b̂ht

ht

m3/2

16p2
, Ab5

b̂hb

hb

m3/2

16p2
, and At5

b̂ht

ht

m3/2

16p2
,

~6!

whereb̂ ’s are defined by

b̂ht
5htS 2

13

15
g1

223g2
22

16

3
g3

216ht
21hb

2D ,

b̂hb
5hbS 2

7

15
g1

223g2
22

16

3
g3

21ht
216hb

21ht
2D ,
1-3
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and

b̂ht
5htS 2

9

5
g1

223g2
213hb

214ht
2D .

The quantities for the first two generations can be obtai
similarly by considering appropriate Yukawa coupling
which, however, are neglected in our analysis. We note t
Eq. ~4! and Eq.~6! are scale invariant. Hence, having n
intrinsic RG evolutions of their own, the masses and
trilinear couplings may be computed at any scale once
appropriate gauge and Yukawa couplings are known. H
ever, because of the addition of them0

2 term, which rescues
sleptons from being tachyonic, Eq.~5! is not scale invariant.
Here the scale for obtaining the mass values of Eq.~5! is
chosen asMG . Thereafter, RG evolutions of soft scalar p
rameters and use of the electroweak radiative breaking
dition at the complete one-loop level produce the spart
mass spectra. One of the important features of the mini
AMSB model is that the resulting SU~2! gaugino massm̃2 is
quite smaller thanm̃1 as well asumu. Here, we have also
incorporated the non-negligible next to leading order~NLO!
corrections@14# for gaugino masses. As a result, the ligh
charginox̃1

6 and lightest neutralinox̃1
0 areW-ino dominated;

indeed they are almost degenerate, with the latter becom
the lightest supersymmetric particle~LSP!. This has interest-
ing phenomenological aspects, like what is seen most
cently in Ref.@17#, where a definite signal in a lineare1e2

collider could be predicted as a possible minimal AMS
signature. Compared to other SUSY scenarios where
lightest neutralino has a distinctly smaller mass, here
similar mass value ofmx̃

1
6 and mx̃

1
0 effectively decreases

uam
SUSYu, although a weakly contributing effect. Anothe

striking result of the minimal AMSB model is the stron
mass degeneracy between left and right sleptons. Co
quently, the third and the second generationL-R mixing
angles become significantly larger, going up to the maxim
limit for a large tanb. We will see the strong effect of larg
smuonL-R mixing on the neutralino loop contributions o
am

SUSY in Sec. IV.

IV. RESULTS

The diagrams to compute the supersymmetric contri
tions to muon (g22), as shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, are
divided into the chargino-sneutrino loop and the neutrali
smuon loop. We only quote the chargino part of the res
here, which dominates inam

SUSY. The neutralino contribution
may be seen in Refs.@3,5#.1 Separating the chargino contr
butions into chirality diagonal and nondiagonal parts
have

1The most general result of SUSY electroweak contribution
muon (g22) in the MSSM, whereCP violating phases are con
sidered, can be seen in Ref.@3#.
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am
SUSYx6

5am
SUSYx6

~nondiag!1am
SUSYx6

~diag!, ~7!

where

am
SUSYx6

~nondiag!5
mm

2 aem

4A2pmW sin2uW cosb

3(
i 51

2
1

mx
i
6

~Ui2Vi1!FS mñm

2

mx
i
6

2 D ~8!

and

am
SUSYx6

~diag!5
mm

2 aem

24p sin2uW
(
i 51

2
1

mx
i
6

2

3S mm
2

2mW
2 cos2b

Ui2
2 1Vi1

2 D GS mñm

2

mx
i
6

2 D .

~9!

Here, in general,U andV are unitary 232 matrices, which
diagonalize the chargino mass matrixM x̃6 as shown below,
via a bi-unitary transformation, U* M x̃6V21

5diag(mx̃
1
6,mx̃

2
6):

o

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing toam
SUSY ~a! for the

chargino-sneutrino loop,~b! for the neutralino-smuon loop.
1-4
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M x̃65S m̃2 A2mW sinb

A2mW cosb m
D . ~10!

With M x̃6 being realU andV are orthogonal matrices. Th
functionsF(x) andG(x) arising from loop integrations ar
given by F(x)5(3x224x1122x2 ln x)/(x21)3 and
G(x)5(2x313x226x1126x2 ln x)/(x21)4.

Using the completeam
SUSY result for numerical computa

tions, Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! show the dominance of chargin
contributions over the neutralino parts. Here, the two ty
of contributions are plotted along the axes for tanb525,
when m3/2 and m0 are varied over a broad range of valu
(m3/2,100 TeV andm0,1 TeV). It is indeed the chirality
nondiagonal term involving thelighter chargino and
sneutrino part which dominates over the other contributi
in am

SUSY. Because of the same reason, as explained fur
in a similar MSUGRA analysis of Ref.@5#, there is a definite

FIG. 2. Relative contributions to muonam
SUSY for ~a! m,0 and

~b! m.0 from chargino-sneutrino and neutralino-smuon loo
when tanb525, m0<1000 GeV, andm3/2<100 TeV.
11500
s

s
er

sign dependence betweenam
SUSY and m, namely,am

SUSY.0
for m.0, andam

SUSY,0 for m,0, an important result for
am

SUSY. Thus, the lighter chargino mass (mx̃
1
6) has a signifi-

cant role inam
SUSY. On the other hand, for a givenmx̃

1
6 value,

a heaviermñm
decreasesuam

SUSYu. Because of the presence o

Yukawa coupling (;1/cosb) within the chirality nondiago-
nal terms for both the chargino@see Eq.~8!# and neutralino
results, we see thatuam

SUSYu is almost proportional to tanb.
The special signature of AMSB due to an extremely lar

smuonL-R mixing angle, as mentioned before, affects t
neutralino results to diminish strongly via partial cancellati
between the terms. The particular neutralino term~see Ref.
@5#!, which involves smuon mixing, becomes almost comp
rable to the significantly contributing chirality nondiagon
neutralino term associated with Yukawa coupling. Bo
terms depend on tanb, as well as on the sign ofm. A detail
numerical investigation shows that the two terms alwa
come in opposite signs, giving a large cancellation within
neutralino result. On a relative scale, we have seen that, f
naturalness@32# favored region of SUSY spectra with
given tanb, the ratio of neutralino to chargino contribution
within am

SUSY in minimal AMSB is typically smaller by 50%
or so, compared to the same within a similar natu
MSUGRA spectra.

A. Constraints from present values ofaµ
expt and aµ

SM

Figures 3~a! to 3~d! show the constraints arising from
am

SUSY when the present experimental data from Brookhav
is compared with the standard model result. Here we c
sider the residual amountam

expt2am
SM to limit am

SUSY within
the 2s level of combined error estimates, added in quad
tures (243.0310210,am

SUSY,142.8310210). Considering
the largest possibleuam

SUSYu within the model, we see that
essentially, a constraint exists only form,0. The regions
excluded byam

SUSY bounds when combined with the disa
lowed regions~labeled byX) characteristic of the minima
AMSB model itself, along with the experimental constrain
on various sparticle masses, a value ofm0 below 275 GeV is
completely eliminated for any value ofm3/2 @see Fig. 3~a!#.
The nature of the excluded region as marked byX principally
originates from sleptons turning into the LSP and then
coming tachyonic at the electroweak scale~see Sec. V!. The
same for tanb540 as shown in Fig. 3~c! amounts tom0

;375 GeV. Additionally, as seen in the same displays, s
nificantly largerm0 values than what are mentioned abo
are excluded for a limited region ofm3/2.

Constraining the minimal AMSB model viaam
SUSY can be

further effective in the (mx̃
1
6,mñm

) plane@see Figs. 3~b! and

3~d!# because, as noted earlier, the chirality nondiago
lighter chargino terms dominate over the other contributio
A value ofmñm

below 225~325! GeV for tanb525 (40) is

explicitly ruled out via the current limit onam
SUSY. Here we

note that in situations similar to the minimal AMSB mode

s

1-5
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FIG. 3. Constraints in the (m0-m3/2) and (mx̃
1
6-mñm

) planes from the present limits ofam
SUSY for m,0. Regions allowed by theam

SUSY

constraint are labeled asallowed. Regions marked withX are generally disallowed zones for the SUSY spectra within minimal AMSB. Sm
white triangular regions below theallowedareas in the left hand side figures are disallowed via theam

SUSY limit. The same regions in the righ
hand side are darkly shaded.
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wheremx̃
1
6 andmx̃

1
0 masses are almost degenerate and sn

trinos are light, the present experimental lower bound ofmx̃
1
6

is 56 GeV@33#. The white regions denoted byX in the bot-
tom of theam

SUSY allowed and disallowed zones of Figs. 3~b!
and 3~d! are disallowed for the same reasons as mentio
before and we will further comment on them in Sec. V wh
discussing similar regions in Figs. 4 and 5.

B. Probing the minimal AMSB scenario further via aµ
SUSY and

the BNL experiment at its predicted level of accuracy

The uncertainty level ofdam
BNL54310210, which is go-

ing to be achieved at Brookhaven within a few years, will,
11500
u-

d

t

least, significantly constrain the parameter space of a the
beyond the standard model. Considering this predicted le
of accuracy, we constrainam

SUSY within the 2s limit ~see
Figs. 4 and 5!, wheres is obtained from the predicted un
certainty level of BNL experiment and the error associa
with the SM result, added in quadratures. The assumed n
differing central estimates of the experimental and theor
cal results would be the limiting scenario of seeing no dev
tion from the standard model result. This analysis would
valid in the situation when the experiment is complete a
no deviation from the standard model is seen within the e
limits. This is in a similar line to what has been seen in Re
@5,34# for supersymmetric as well as nonsupersymme
1-6
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FIG. 4. Constraints in the (m0-m3/2) and (mx̃
1
6-mñm

) planes within theno deviation from SMscenario ofam
SUSY as explained in the tex

for m,0. Regions allowed by theam
SUSY constraint are labeled asallowed. Regions marked withX are generally disallowed zones for th

SUSY spectra within minimal AMSB. White triangular regions below theallowedareas in the left hand side figures are disallowed via
am

SUSY limit. The same regions in the right hand side are darkly shaded.
r
on
ld

e

o

pect

c.

5

we
theories. On a further note, we assume that the hadronic e
in am

had1 would be staying at its present level. A reduction,
the other hand, which will occur in the near future, wou
further constrain a similar analysis.

The lower triangular regions in the (m3/2,m0) plane of
Figs. 4 and 5 are the disallowed zones, whereuam

SUSYu ex-
ceeds the 2s limit of the combined uncertainty. The sam
result within theam

SUSY-relevant mass pairs (mx̃
1
6,mñm

) is

presented in the right hand sides of Figs. 4 and 5. We n
that, corresponding to tanb510 and 25, the minimal AMSB
11500
ror

te

satisfied parameter space is reasonably identical, with res
to the sign ofm. In Figs. 4~e! and 5~e!, however, the regions
differ in this aspect, and we will come back to them in Se
V.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate thatm0,275 ~475! GeV do-
mains will be entirely eliminated for tanb510 ~25! for both
signs ofm. For tanb540, the corresponding limits are 62
GeV for m,0 and 800 GeV form.0. The limit of m0

<800 GeV form.0 appears because of reasons which
will discuss soon. Within the (mx̃

1
6,mñm

) planes of the right
1-7
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FIG. 5. Constraints in the (m0-m3/2) and (mx̃
1
6-mñm

) planes within theno deviation from SMscenario ofam
SUSY, as explained in the tex

for m.0. Regions allowed by theam
SUSY constraint are labeled asallowed. Regions marked withX are generally disallowed zones for th

SUSY spectra within minimal AMSB. White triangular regions below theallowedareas in the left hand side figures are disallowed via
am

SUSY limit. The same regions in the right hand side are darkly shaded.
0

n

ly

is

-

in

e
the
cy,

y

hand side of Figs. 4 and 5, we find that form,0 and tanb
510, 25, and 40, values ofmñm

less than 210, 400, and 56

GeV are excluded. The situation form.0 is identical for
tanb510 and 25. A significant difference between the sig
of m can be seen now, switching tom.0 and tanb540. A
similar disallowed range will be very stringent here; name
mñm

below 780 GeV will be excluded.
Interestingly, an important result is found when th

analysis ofam
SUSY is combined with theb→s1g constraint.
11500
s

,

The constraint fromb→s1g within the minimal AMSB
scenario as analyzed in Ref.@13# is somewhat complemen
tary to what we find here fromam

SUSY. This is because the
b→s1g calculation, which has many special features
AMSB models, puts severe mass limits form.0 and much
smaller limits form,0. On the other hand, within the abov
scenario of seeing no deviation from the SM result once
experiment is performed at the predicted level of accura
am

SUSY limits in the minimal AMSB model impose a ver
significant constraint for bothm,0 andm.0 cases.
1-8
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V. GENERALLY DISALLOWED PARAMETER ZONES

A discussion about the generally eliminated parame
space may be useful in studying the supersymmetric co
bution to muon (g22) in a given SUSY model, because
combined constraint fromam

SUSY, as well as from any ge
neric disallowedness, results in simpler and definite pre
tions. Restricting the stau from becoming tachyonic cor
sponds to a significant constraint in AMSB models. In th
section, byallowednesswe mean valid input parameter
from the model, in addition to satisfying various experime
tal lower bounds of sparticle masses, without reference
any am

SUSY constraint.
We will first describe a few observations as revealed fr

our numerical analysis. For a givenm0, the largerm3/2 val-
ues falling within the region labeled byX in Figs. 4 and 5
~also in Fig. 3! are eliminated because of a decreasing s
mass (mt̃1

), which either goes below the experimental low
limit of 70 GeV @35# or becomes the LSP, hence discarded
our R-parity conserved scenario. Thereafter, with a furth
increase ofm3/2, the stau becomes tachyonic. We also s
that the maximum possiblem3/2 for a givenm0, as allowed
by the minimal AMSB model, is larger for a smaller tanb.
Thus, for m,0 and m05400 GeV, comparing Figs. 4~a!,
4~c!, and 4~e! we find that such maximum possible values
m3/2 are approximately 67, 52, and 41 TeV for tanb510,
25, and 40, respectively. On the other hand, for a giv
tanb, an allowedm3/2 increases for an increase inm0. Be-
sides, smallerm3/2 regions below the origins of the display
are eliminated via the experimental constraint ofmx̃

1
6

*56 GeV @33#.
We will try to explain, qualitatively, the behavior of sta

mass with variations of the basic parameters of the mo
The effect oft̃1 becoming tachyonic, as described above
best explained viam̃L

2 @see Eq. ~5! for i[L# assuming
smaller left-right slepton mixing for convenience. There a
two effects inm̃L

2 due to a change in tanb, which may sup-
port or oppose each other. The first one arises from the s
invariant part ofm̃L

2 and the other one originates from R
evolution @28# of the same.

The Yukawa term in the scale invariant part ofm̃L
2 in Eq.

~5! is intrinsically negative, itself being also gauge coupli
dominated within the correspondingb̂ function, for the range
of tanb considered in this analysis. Hence, the value ofm̃L

2

at MG decreases if tanb is larger. We consider here mode
ate values ofm0 for a simpler discussion. Until tanb is in a
smaller domain, so thatt-Yukawa coupling (ht) within the
scalar mass RG equation@28# may be neglected compared
the gauge terms, the RGE effect due to running fromMG to
the electroweak scale always increasesm̃L

2 because of gauge
domination. Thus the two effects oppose each other.
within smaller tanb domains, regarding the value ofm̃L

2 at
the electroweak scale for an increase in tanb, the effect of
the AMSB specified decrease inm̃L

2 at MG is stronger than
the increase due to the RGE effect. We have also verified
numerically in a broad domain of parameter ranges. A
11500
r
ri-

c-
-

-
to

u
r
n
r
e

f

n

l.
s

e

le

ut

is
a

result,m̃L
2 and consequentlymt̃1

decrease with an increase

tanb. This in turn means that, for a givenm0, the upper
limit of m3/2 is reached sooner for a larger tanb. This we
may see from Figs. 4 and 5, as well as from the valu
quoted above within this section.

For a further increase in tanb(;40 in our analysis!, in-
stead of opposing, the two effects may go in the same di
tion, although with varying strengths, because thet-Yukawa
term may now start to dominate within the RG evolution.
fact, this may also be true whenm0 is large, with tanb in a
moderately larger domain (;25).

On the other hand, corresponding to the lowestm3/2 val-
ues satisfying the lighter chargino experimental bound
gradual increase of the lower limit ofm0 with an increase in
tanb is found ~see left side displays of Figs. 4 and 5!, be-
cause, as explained before, the scale invariant part ofm̃L

2

turns further negative for increasing tanb, and largerm0
values are hence needed to compensate. However, there
marked difference between them,0 and m.0 cases for
tanb540 @see Fig. 4~e! and 5~e!#. The upper limit of the
m3/2 for m.0 as allowed by the model, is much small
compared to the same form,0. This happens due to a ge
neric large tanb effect, the effect of large SUSY-QCD loo
corrections of bottom-quark mass@30#. Significantly, this
correction has special features in the AMSB scenario@18#,
because within the same the SU~3! gaugino massm̃3 comes
with a negative sign. Consequently, form.0 and large
tanb, as a result of a large SUSY QCD loop correction
very largehb(;ht) causesmHd

2 for the Higgs scalar to turn

sufficiently negative so that theCP-odd Higgs particle be-
comes tachyonic. However, heret̃1 can still remain non-
tachyonic. A further increase ofm3/2 causest̃1 to become
tachyonic, as usual.

Considering now the combined effect of the model spe
fied disallowed space, as well as the constraint fromam

SUSY,
we find that a region belowm05800 GeV form.0 will be
completely eliminated within the scenario of seeing no d
viation from the SM. The right hand side displays of Figs
and 5 also show model specified eliminated regions, as id
tified by X in the (mx̃

1
6,mñm

) plane. Obviously, the masse

are not independent, because they are derived from the b
set of input parameters of the minimal AMSB model. T
same reason fort̃1 becoming tachyonic eliminates a larg
region within the zonesX. The disallowedX zone is large for
m.0 and tanb540 in Fig. 5~f!, compared to the same fo
m,0, as shown in Fig. 4~f!. This occurs because of the sam
reason for which the upper limit ofm3/2 is smaller in Fig.
5~e!, which we have explained before, and due to the f
that the lighter chargino isW-ino dominated within AMSB,
thusmx̃

1
6 being almost proportional tom3/2.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have computed the supersymmetric contribution
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon within
minimal anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking mod
1-9
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There are one-loop contributions involving chargin
sneutrino and neutralino-smuon parts. The chiral interfere
term involving the lighter chargino is seen to contribute t
most toam

SUSY than the other chargino and neutralino term
and this also results in a definite sign relationship betw
am

SUSY andm. In addition, this also gives an almost propo
tional relationship ofuam

SUSYu with tanb. We have also seen
the effect of large smuonL-R mixing which causes strong
partial cancellations between the various terms of the neu
lino result ofam

SUSY. This is a significantly important resu
of am

SUSY within minimal AMSB.
We have analyzed the constraint coming from current v

ues ofam from the standard model and the ongoing expe
ment at Brookhaven, assuming that the difference app
due to SUSY. The constraint which exists only form,0
shows that, for tanb525 ~40!, regions withm0,275 ~375!
GeV and, correspondingly,mñm

,225 ~325! GeV are elimi-

nated. We have also investigated the constraint fromam
SUSY

that would result if the Brookhaven experiment with its a
ready predicted level of accuracy finds no deviation from
standard model result. In this scenario, one finds that fom
,0 and tanb510, 25, and 40, the lower bounds ofm0
-
gy
ey

ar

v.

ra

d

na
m

J.

11500
ce

,
n

a-

l-
-
rs

e

would be 275, 475, and 625 GeV, while the correspond
lower limits for mñm

would be 210, 400, and 560 GeV, re

spectively. The lower bounds form.0 are identical tom
,0, except for tanb540, wherem0,800 GeV and corre-
spondinglymñm

,780 GeV regions would be excluded. Th

happens due to a large SUSY-QCD correction to the botto
quark mass, a large tanb effect.

We have also compared our constraint with the same
tained fromb→s1g from Ref.@13#. We found that the high
accuracy level of the BNL experiment will be very useful
constrain the model form,0, because theb→s1g limit is
effective only form. 0. Furthermore, we have also analyz
the generically disallowed zones within the parameter sp
of the model, because a combined constraint fromam

SUSY and
such invalid parameter ranges lead to a stronger predict
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